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Background
Research on relationships between lifestyle behaviours and adiposity in school youth from less studied communities (i.e. rural settings) is potentially important for
identifying subgroups at risk. Indeed, rural areas, with relatively low population densities, are characterized by socioeconomic and educational inequities that can
impact on health of youth. The aim of the present study was twofold: i) to compare the moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA), sedentary behaviour (SB),
and adiposity between boys and girls from rural settings; ii) evaluates the associations among waist circumference (WC) and objective measures of SB in a
sample of rural adolescents.

Methods
The sample included 254 students (114 boys, 140 girls), 13-16 years of age,
from rural regions of the Portuguese midlands. Height, weight, and WC
were measured. Cardiorespiratory Fitness (CRF) was assessed with the 20m shuttle-run test. An uniaxial GT1M accelerometer was used to obtain five
consecutive days of MVPA and SB. One-way analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) was used to test the effect of sex on the afore-mentioned
behavioral variables, controlling for chronological age. In addition, multiple
linear regression was used to test associations between WC and SB,
adjusted for several potential confounders (age, sex, PA, CRF, parental
education).

Results
Rural boys spend significantly more time than girls in PA and MVPA on both
week and weekend days, whereas girls spend significantly more time than
boys in SB on week days and the total of five measured days. Rural boys
also have significantly higher levels of CRF than girls. SB was not
significantly associated with the WC, neither in the unadjusted model nor
after adjustment for all potential confounders. In the final model, the unique
significant predictor of the WC was cardiorespiratory fitness (β=-0.82; 95%
CI, -1.02 to -0.62).

Conclusion
The present research revealed that both males and females failed to meet
the current guideline of 60 continuous MVPA per day. Furthermore, WC
was not independently associated with SB time in rural school adolescents.
Future research is claimed among rural adolescents in different geographic
contexts to try to clarify recent findings of less studied communities.
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